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MUTTERINGS FROM JUSTIN
Holy and Unholy: Is there anything that is not Holy? Isn't every rock and bladg of grass

sacred? Can't H61y and Unholy be manipulated, as Krishnamurti suggesB? From one
point of view, each word is the word of God; Every happening points_to Reality. Seen
this way, What is Unholy? Bad Karma? Bodhidharma answered the Chinese Emperor,
who asked for the 'Holy Truth'--"Vast emptiness and nothing Holy about it." The term
"Vast Emptiness" is hard for most to comprehend, but that is another matter.
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Flower on the Hillside-
The First Snow.

Life dies and is renewed again"
* , 1 ! t * ' h *

Strivin g, strivin g, strivin g--
The years are soon used up.
The brilliant rising sun will set when day is ended"

* * r l . r t  r F d .

Evanescence--What is it that remains?
d < , F * + { <

There is rebirth, but no-one who is re-born.
Life is constantly renewed, but, as for Justin---who knows?
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Walking thru the snow in great peace,
there was no sense of destination.

Justin Stone is the originator of T'ai Chi Chih! Joy Thru Movement.
Steve Ridley is the Spiritual Head of Tai Chi Chih.

This journal is dedicated to Tai Chi Chih teachers and practitiorers worldwide.
May it serve you in "Knowing the Real."
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Ref'lections......Along the Way

There are so many highlights in this issue. As the expressions poured forth in a variety
of themes--for conference, for teaching, for living!--we've grouped them in a Contents
Page. Now you can make your way through without missing a messag€.

Also, pleale see the insdrt "What I Can Write About--Some VF Topics" for ideas on
relaying your experiences. As they continue to enhance you why not continue to reflect
them outward? After all, that's how this issue you're beginning to read came about. To
the creative life pulse!

Ioy in the Heart,

Islllfi:Hlf' \rie6
Liz Salada for
TheVital Force

GRATITUDE

Thanks to the assistance of a handful of northern CA teachers, the last (Spring) VFJ was
prepared for rnailing in quarter time! Special
Meyer, Dona Marriott, Vicki Brodie, Linda l
who lent their helping hands in loving servic
repeat the (June VF) mailing and socializatio
way we start all our group meetings.

At the beginning of this year, we announced a few operational changes to consolidate
energy and econohize resources. Thanks to Vital Forbe readers who have utilized this
fram-ework, which has proven very usefut in rnaintaining the journal. Specifically, these

-lst class mailing option ($5.00 additional) for those having bulk-mail difficulties; and
-increase to Canadian and out-of-U.S. subscriptions ($5.00 for extra postage).

Again, thanks to our conscientious subscribers who help conserve our- b_udget by
promptly renewing subscriptions Oy noting expiration date on mailing label). We are also
grateful-to acknowledge the kindness of tf,e following contributors who have generously
donated ($5-$100) to our special projects fund:

Justin Stone, Steve Ridley, Dyanna Chowka, Corinn Codye,
Carmen Brocklehurst and Jean Katus.

We will continue to apply these resources to teacher outreach and referral, and as the fund
grows, to additional special issues of VFI.

MAI{Y THANKS TO ALL!
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READER'S COMMENTARY

Especially for Lois--
I met you in my first T'ai Chi Chih
class and meet you again many times
anew. How is it we have come together-
blessed to play, as service called us?
My dear friend, we share ourselves openly
and this is love! Happy 75th Birthday,
to a (for sure) special spirit (that's
you, honey!)

Liz

MotheCs Day past and still approaching
Awaiting the birth ef a sffild+**
I dare to call mine, first
While celebrating your life-
Just 75 years now, and still so new!
Embraced by such friendly spirits--
How does this ultimate opening begin
How will it really end

Liz Salada

**'*Editor's Note: For those of you who are
wondering about the the second line in
the above poem, Liz and Brian Salada
welcomed the arrival of Trever Arlen
at4:36 am on Friday, May 15, 1992. He
weighed in at 8# 15 oz. 6 gms. Liz is
doing fine 'tho the labor was a difficult
t hours. Brian will be able to help
out for a few days, then Liz's parents
will be ariving from Florida..Liz and I had
the VJF pretty well along toward completion
before the joyous event, so tying up loose
ends won't be much of a problem (well
probably do it beween feedings and diapering.)

-Lois

Connie Hyde, Cedar Crest, NM comments:
Having a Teachers'Review Class at our

Summer Conference, during which we can
accept input on refining our movements, I
heartily support. Thank you, Linda Braga!

Chris Mcl,ain, Fargo, ND writes: It is
refreshing to hear of the progress that the
Vital Force staff is making as it evolves.
Who knows what other creativity will spring
forttr. It is a joy to be able to share and work
together to further the communication/distri-
bution of this link we all appreciate. The way
that it is put together is just very easy to follorn
Thank you all who are contributing.
Roxanne Post, Fiviera, AZ writes: What a
beautiful issue of The VinI Force I've just
received! As usual, I read it cover to cover
and loved every bit of it.
Vicki Brodie, Burlingame, CA
shares this: Once when another teacher and I
werc discussing the importance of regular Tai
Chi Chih practice, the suggestion thatwhen
we don't think we need to practice T'ai Chi
Chih, (when we're too tired to practice, or wht
we don't feel like practicing)...is probably
when we need to practice it the most. For
example, I was very worried about my son
moving to Sweden with a friend who exhibitec
bizarre behavior. One morning while it was st
quiet outside, I practiced Tai Chi Chih on our
patio while focusing on some of my favorite
plants. I was physically and emotionally
exhausted, but the T'ai Chi Chih practice helpe
me perk up so I could face an exffemely
difficult situation. It really helped me have
some serenity in the rnidst of activity, or to
phrase it another way: my T'ai Chi practice
helped me rcmain calm in the midst of a crisis
situation.



MORE MUTTERINGS FROM JUSTIN
If TCC is hirched to other activities, no tnatter how worthy, it will, in time, fade. To use

TCC as the key to open the door to pushing other matters is wrong. Keep them separate.
Best to examine motives-at rock boffom 

P:"|--_t"_t 
ttris type of activity.

Some TCC teachers are doing well financially--unfortunately I am not one of them--and I
am all for it. The workman ii always worthy of his hire. But do not be an opportunist.
Hypocrisy is one way to be popular, but it is-better to bring your words and your actions
together, so that they say the same thing.,r. 

d. d. * *
It is easier, of course, to sell Illusion rather than Truth. The truthful man is thought either

to be hurnorous or cantankerous. 
,r ,. {. :t ,r

When acknowledging an introduction, Reps would say: "Thank you for your life."

SYNERGY: Co-Sponsoring T'ai Chi Chih Events
Liz Salada, San l,eandro, CA

Sharing in the planning and preparation for Tai Chi Chih community events may be.quite
a rewarding exp-erience. Often in teaching, we ilre alone in leading our group of students,
and solely making decisions about our classes and schedules, etc.
Collaborating with others allows for yet another dimension of synchronicity in practice.

Drawing on a-reciprocal guidance expands or amplifies the possibilities -of what qay be
accomplished. Dtiring ttiis process, iecognition of each person's natural progression or
creative input may foster a flexibility in supportive relationship, as well.-

Perhapsit is m-erely joining for a cominon aim (which underlies the external play-gf
events)^that makes thil conceivable. Now, however, it seems to reflect a wonderfully_
natural interaction known as synergy; where (according to the I Ching*): 'the scope_of
what can be achieved togetf,er far surpasses the total of what can be
achieved separately."
(*I Ching or 

-Book 
of Change, maybe the oldest book on the planet, wls a co-operative

effort spanning many centuries. Fiom observing the natural cycles and patterns, a fluid
guide t6 the way things change developed--relaying our interconnected system of relations
with all things.)
FROM JUSTIN

Three great inventions of Modern Man:
l. Kleenex
2. Scotch tape
3. The Salad Bar

What did we do without'em?



REJUVENATION AND LONGEVITY
John J. Barbour, Bullhead City, AZ

In a recent note from Master Steve Ridley, the sentence, "you are teaching physical
prayer", stimulated these thoughts which I will share with you.

The original intent of the creators of T'ai Chi Chih and other similar forms of
physical movement, was to give to us, a process that could stimulate both rejuvenation and
longevity. Often we feel the need to commune with nature and do so by going out on the
porc!, into the hills or mountains, or simply i,
the flowers. This communing is actually a fr
are an agnostic, you might sneer and that's flr
defined as "a communication in which we hr
needs." In the East, it can be defined as "c(
becoming one with fiIAT", the eastem concept of our Supreme Being.

Imitation is the best form of compliment, sincere compliment is the best form of
communication. In the movements of T'ai Chi Chih we are communicating with Nature,
the function of Chi, by imitating It's movements. We fly with the birds, our feet like the
roots of the tree are grounded in the earth and we sway gracefully back and forth in the
breeze; carrying the ball and pulling taffy we are children at play and through the other
movements, we unite ourselves within the eternal dance of Cosmic Energy. Cosmic
Energy, the Chi is timeless and so is our communication with this Timelessness, we can
gradually embody it, and so attain longevity. This Cosmic Energy, the Chi, is also perfect
health and function, therefore in our daily commune with it on this level, we can again,
embody it's perfect nature and function and therefore achieve rejuvenation.

In effect then, T'ai Chi Chih is a beautiful physical prayer, a continuous bodily
harmony and joining with Life and it's laws and since our body, mind and emotional
functions are actually one, this harmonizing of our body affects our minds and emotions
and can eventually result in serenity, peace and an in-depth perception of the essential
perfection of life, and therefore, ultimately, a grateful, enduring love for all things great and
small.

ARE WE THERE YET?
Jeanne Jacobs, Stanwood, WA

Last June, I attended the Teacher Review in Victoria B.C., before the Teacher Training,
and found it most beneficial land worthwhile to my understanding and growth as a teacher.
While working on Push Pull, it was suggested that in order to keep the continuity,
connectedness, and flow in the hands, we use the concept of returning before we arrive.
As I practiced it this way I realized the feeling of the flow of the movement" preventing the
extensions of Yin and Yang from becoming "sticky."

Recently while teaching Push Pull it occurred to me that this concept of continuous
Yinning and Yanning of the hands helps to keep me non-attached. For how is it possible
for rne to be invested and attached to my destination when I am continually in the process
of arriving?



"Being Peace...Making Peace"
Jennifer Biehn, Oakland, CA

,d inner peace is becoming difficult for me in
ating in the Educator's Sangha* has brought
d making peace at the college where I work.
rer resolve; sharing ideas broadens and opens
" is as important as "teaching peace".

*A sangha is a community which supports each other, here in building peace within
ourselves, our homes, and our workplaces.

Jennifer has presented T'ai Chi Chih to her co-workers at San Francisco State and to
educators who've attended the monthly Sangha.
For more information, please call or write: Jennifer Biehn, 5t0l26t-8714

5233 Fleming Ave., Oakland, CA 94619

gather
spirit

internally

Everyday Gathas* for Teaching
Jennifer

Spring 1991

Breathing in
I calm mind and body
Breathing out
I smile

Breathing in
I see what needs doing
Breathing out
I let go of all else

Breathing in
I feel compassion
Breathing out
I practice nonattachment

Breathing in
I experience as is
Breathing out
I feel peace

Breathing in
I bring joy to my work
Breathing;out
I smile

*Gathas' are small prayers
or "temembrances."



MAKING USE OF VITAL FORCE
Steve Ridley

The atmosphere in which we live is saturated with Vital Force. Each molecule of air is
pregnant wittr Ctri! This radiant Energy is wer available to us. It surrounds us with
iyn-amic potential always, and directly coinibutes to our health and spirituality to whatever
degree we allow.

fai Ctri Chih is a wonderful, efficient means for us to more consciously connect our
mind-body with the radiant Energy that pervades the atmosphere. _.Through regular
practice, we become greater receptois, geneiators and transmitters of Vital Force, and we
come to understand how best to utilize this Energy.

Each time we practice T'ai Chi Chih can be a new beginning, representing an improved
effort and capacity for drawing increasing quantities of Vital Force into ourselves.

T'ai Chi Chin fractice is an oppornrnity for continuing growth and expan-sion. It is a
living, evolving'involvement ilidt demuids a perpetuaftiternal activiry o-f.release and
reneial. We lEt go of accumulated waste eneigi6s (stale, stagnant, crystallized tension
energy), while suirendering and-.opening to. fres-h, vibrant Creative Energyr_ This useful
process requlres a conscioui willingness-and renewed effort to motivate it. Otherwise we
tend to stalnab, while living within our tensions and undigested creative energy, rnaking
little evolutionary progress.
There are rnany iomllex systems that aim to develop spirit,,,ality, and they tend to be less

efficient than T ai Chi Chih; because of their complexities. Spiritual evolution is directly
fostered by our ability to receive, process and utili-ze Chi. The more complicated a system
of spirituality is, the more difficuli it is for the individual to open to 11rd ryukg progressive
usebf the Vital Force. Complex systems of spirituality often appeql to the intellect, and
prompt analysis, with little if any authentic spiritual transformation being.accpgplishgdt' 
Sonie have been motivated to lnalyze T'ai Chi Chih, to attribute 'meaningfilf".symbology

to its movements and to draw correlations between T'ai Chi Chih and religious belief.
Frankly, these conceptual overlays only add restrictions in the form of ego-tensions, that
inhibit the full functibning of puie T'ai-Chi Chih. Justin Stone recommends that we "fast
from thoughts" while practiiing T'ai Chi Chih. T'ai Chi Chih is most-potent when
approachedthrough a fe'eling, intrlidve mode of being" (cont. on p. 9)

Practice
in the Park

San Mateo, CA



(cont. from p. 8)- 
A creative Prelude to T'ai Chi Chih practice

Seat yourself comfortably on the floor or in a chair. Be still and rela:red.
Breaihe slowly, deeply and rhythmically, and fegl that you are inhaling and

exhaling through the soles ofyour feet, for several breath cycles.
then piace your feelirig awareness within your tanllen-(?" below your navel), and

continue to bieath6 slowly, dEeply and rhythmiialty within this space for several more
breath cycles.

ttansfer your focus of feeling to your head top, and breathe in and out through this
space.' 

Finally, return feeling attention to the soles of your feet, continuing to breathe
slowly, deeply and rhythmically for a minute or so.' .Embrice 

youienvironment with the fullness of your being. Be grounded, centered
and open to the ibundantly rich supply of Chi that surroul4s yol. _Stand and begin T'ai
Chi Chih practice, alertly and expan-sivbly, consciously drinking the Vital Force into every
bodily cell.

Participants in
Meditation Refreat

San Jose, CA



OPEN COMMENTARY

Here is a letter from Virginia Shilson of Albuquerque, NM with a statement I made and
her attempted explanation.- Justin

"There is re-birth, but there is no-one who is reborn.."
When I retumed from India I remarked to at

rne person who went to India." Rebirth?
rt then? Reborn into a different level of
ong to learn.
:thing I read, (paraphrased here): \lV'e are all

separatecells in the body of humanity.' Our body cells are,short lived. They are quickly
sloughed off and rephcdd by new, hrJalthy tissuei Is our evolutionary pathuiay fikb thati
We slough_off one level of consciousness and easily and naturally slide into another? A
newer, fresher state (or level) of awareness? Is that death and rebirth?
That leads to the subject of reincarnation. I have no insights into this process, but many

people I truly respect KNOW that reincarnation is a fact ol UpB. Certainly, the physical
body does not reincarnate. As you ask, what then? Some say that if we had lived
previously we should remember another life. Mind and brain arb separate. Do we not

I in the cells of the deceased being?
rlways available to everyone, old and young
rnd utilize it as part of my own thinking, the
out into the universe again as a rearranged
to make a new molecule out of a previous,

ren I reincarnate, the chances of my filtering
computer in the sky" and coming up with
,ote.
nergy. From a mass of organized energy we

cirme; to a mass of energy we return. No one. Every one. One.
Who indeed, is reborn?

*,1. {. ,1. ,t *

REINSTATE WHAT IS INNATE
Steve Ridley

ldment of our innate Knowing, to realize
feness, our recognition is that we have been
world of our own making that does not match
rntless transitory veils of limitation are lifted
gressive revelation in this world of forms.

l8



ACCORDING IN A RELATIVEOR AUTHENTIC WAY?

T'ai Chi Master Justin Stone advises that there are two things to accomplish: "Know who
and what you are. Accord with impermanence. You cannot accomplish the second until
you have accomplished ttre frrst""- 

When these two things are accomplished, we are liberated or Wholly Human. This
accomplishment is the tnre aim of T'ai Chi practice. It can be called the "Great Circle of
Completion." Knowing our Actual Identity is half of the circle. Living in the world while
established in our Actual Identity is the completion of the circle. h this state of awareness
we know our Authentic Naturb, beyond the operations of yin and yang (the play of
opposites), and we are able to live harmoniously within the framework of yin-and yang-or
"iripermanence" because our outlook is Comprehensive--unified in, through and as the
complex diversity of change."

First we achieve the 'Vertical' then we complete ourselves in the 'Horizontal'; first one
must awaken to recognize hidher Actual Nature above and before the ego-orientation, then
one is able to truly accord in impermanence. Otherwise, t rue accordance is irnpossible,
because one is bound to whaiever degree, by ego-orientation, and cannot possibly
recognize the real nature of Impermanence from this vantage point The best one can do
frornthe ego-orientation perspective, is to live in relative "accord" with Impermanence, by
applying cbping strategies and living according to conceptual rules. When.one awakens
ana se€s thatrue, behind the scenes functioning of Duality or Impermanence, one is able to
authentically accord, because one then understands the Non-Dual, the Permanent and the
inseparable, unified Reality ever present, in and through the Impermanenl Most gnly qqe
the surface, changing conditions and the seeming separateness of all "things," and in this
relational standpbint, one can only cope as best one can, responding to the changing
scenes, according in a relative way.

t

embody the
essence that flows
through you

Movement Notes:

JUSTIN SHARES MOVEMENT REMINDERS

In response to a question posed him regarding a particular student's problem area,
Justin replied with the following suggestion:

"'How students movels mbre important than memorization of movements.
Teachers do not pay enough attention to sho-wing students_how to move softly (and where
they can, it's better if they crouch a little to do a lower TCC.)" -' 

Those are good ieminders, and may carry more clout if teachers know they come
from "the source".

il



QUESTTONS & ANSWERS

Question: Would you clarify the second half of Daughter in the Valley, regarding the
placement gf the hands as thdy are being drawn back tdward the face? ieatrie Jaiobs,
Stanwood, WA

Dear Jeanne: Thank you for your question about clarifying the return movement of the
Itpdt on Daughter in the Vatldy, the complementary monernint pattern to Daughter on the
Mountaintop.

fustin and I differ slightly in the way we execute this particular movement, and since
Justin is the-originator-of Tai Chi Chih, you might preier to consider his explanation.
Since you asked_ me, I will do my best to d6scribe ind'explain how and why I pdrform the
movement as I do.
The basic formula for each T'ai Chi Chih hand movement is: half of the particular circular

pattern is accomplished while shifting the weight from one foot to th^e other, then the
com.pletion lalf oitlg.circular pattemiiaccompfihed as the weight shifts baci 

"gain 
to the

beginning foot. This appli6s to front-to-6ack movements-as well as sid'e-to-side
movements.

ter" movements to generally describe their
Mountaintop signifies that we start with the
em to a high position (mountaintop), while
is accomplishes half of the circle, and as the

to their row srarting position. Daughter t,lonft,Xt?Jroil5rff#;t1fif,: ?TfJ$lJ tt:'I
lhgugh.the hands describe a slightly different, rerrerse patrern tif naughter on the
Mountaintop.
. Daughter in thg Valley ̂ signifieq that the hands "start high to go lq," with 'low" being the
hand position from which we begin our returning po-rtion-of ttre movement. Letrs go
through the complete pattern as I understand ic (cont. p. 1'3)

Halfway Position

t2

Double Weighted
Returning Position

Starting Position



Daugher in the Valley Notes (cont from p. 12)
Cenier your weight fully on your right foot, knee bent, with your left foot extended to the
front, r6sting on the he-el. Your hands are a few inches in front of your shoulders in a
pushing posture with palms facing forward, fingertips upward.
While gradually shifiing your weight forward, simultaneously bring your hands o-ut aryay

from your sides and downward in a nearly vertical descent - an arcing downward motion
that describes the bottom half of a circle - un
the instant that the weight is fully displacec
approximately I foot above the left knee, fing
The objective of "starting high to go low" is a

To continue the movement: as the weigl
simultaneously lift your hands upward, out a
extended. Your hands remain 2-3 inches apar
weighted phase of the weight shift. At thi
reached shoulder height and they are still out
extended. From this point, as the weight cor
to separate while being drawn back toward your shoulders in a horizcintal 1'V" shape, until
they reach the starting position (pushing posture) at the precise instant that the weight is
fully displaced on the rear (right) foot.

Fiom my understanding, based on practice and compliance with the principles of
movement delineated in the "T'ai Chi Classies," to the best of my ability, the above
description of Daughter in the Valley is sound. In my opinion, if the hands rise-prior to t|rg
backward shifting-of weight (returning), proper synchronicity is broken and the-potential
unification of flbw is s-evered, becaus-e the hands push up independent of the leg
movement, which the T'ai Chi Classics refer to as a "hollow move." In other words, if
after having arrived fully on the front foot we find ourselves pushing our hands upward
before shifiing our weight to the back, we are making an empty hand movement, without
the simultaneous power of the shifting weight to support it

To summaize,f Daughter in the Valley-"starts high to go low" (Valley). The gqqegl
formula for all TCC movements is to describe the first half of the circle while shifting
weight from one foot to the other, then to complete the cirtle while shifting the weight back
agaih. The hands reach the extreme positions of the particular circular pa{eq at the instant
tlie weight becomes fully centered on either fool If we deviate from this basic_principleof
movement (formula), we are moving hands independent of the legs, and therefore miss the
potential power of the movement. T'ai Chi is done primarily frorn the legs and waist,
witfiout separate hand movements independent, "ambitious hands" are not T'ai Chi hands.
If you findthat you are performing what might be called "Daughter Halfway Ua the Valley
Wall," you might want [o pattern ihe movement as described here, and you will likely find
that you get more 'Juice" from ttre movement.

JOY,
Steve

13



TAO TEH CI{ING
#34

The Great Tao is universal like a flood.
How can it be turned to the right or the left?

All creatures depend on ir
And it denies nothing to anyone.

It does its work,
But it makes no claims for itself.

It clothes and feeds all,
But it does not lord it over them:
Thus, it may be called "the Little."

All things return to it as their home,
But it does not lord it over them:
Thus, it may be called "the Great."

It is just because it does not wish to be great
That its greatness is fully realized.

l l



GETTING STARTED AFTER ACCREDITATION

This is some of the history of my teaching experience since the completion of teacher
training under Justin Stone, Santa Barbara, CA, December 1989.

I waia student of Fran Dukehart, who recommended I become a T'ai Chi Chih teacher.
After completing that training under Justin, I continued as a team teacher with Fran in San
Luis Obisfo. T[at was an eihilarating experience. Fran is a superior teacher, innovative,
creative, and decisive.

Recently I retired and was given the oppornrnity to teach Tai Chi Chih in Mono B.aY.
One of our beloved teachersl Martha Im-mel, was teaching here and recently moved to
Oregon. She asked if I would be interested in taking over her classes. It's been a
groiing, satisfying, and esteeming experience. We will hold a cla-ss by the beautiful
Morro Fay Esttiary this summer--an inspiring out-of-doors area. _I! wi! F -g*_a to see the
class I graduated wittr at Menlo Park in Juty!-I'm excited about taking Seijaku from Justin,
as well. See you there! Billie Blair Miller

"All in all, I am amazed and delighted at how many doors have been_ opened
to me by TCC and by how much 

-I 
am learning as I step through each door."

I received my leacher accreditation with Steve in Bemidji, MN in May o-f 1990. In the
first year I weirt to several of the tenniVhealth/fitness clubs in the surrounding towns and
found them quite receptive to the idea of an alternative to step aerobics and led several
classes in thit setting. A new age bookstore was an enthusiastic sponsor for several
classes. I taught TCe to a group of gr0 grade children and their practice became a show
stopping momtnt in the annual Parent's Day Program. (Weren't we all proudl ).I alqo w-as
aslied td do a series of lessons for cable pri:sentation for the Department of A,ging for the
State of Vermont. Over a year ago I became a staff member of the Muscular Therapy
Institute and have been teaching there on a r
notin Mexico!) All in all,I am amazed and d
to me by TCC and by how much I am lean
several months of teaching lost due to surgel
teaching than I can keep up with. My hear
teacher, Theda Gillespie. In the peace of the practice,

Betty Comey
Arlington, MA

Seeking the Right Connection
Often times it is not that we require a new teaching to further our growth, but a

renewed commitment, effort and willihgness to dive more deeply into the study and
application of our chosen and wonhy path.

Steve

l5



METHODS FOR PRESENTING TCC:
Mini Courses & Retreats for Companies

Donna Shaffer, San Jose, CA
. When su-bmitting a_proposal to a California Bay Area company for a class,I indicate the
benefits of T'ai Clii Chitfin the work place along with a paragraptr to be used in promoting
the course. The more homework I have done ori-the conipan!, the more successiul I am ii
getting the class into their program.
-After teaching_wee_kly on-site classes to California Bay Area companies, I now find that a
four-day T'ai Chi Chih mini-course is the most effeitive. In aiotal of four hours, 1l
movements can be taught. Every quarter that I teach a mini-course, it is left open for any
students who wish to rcpeat it. The company is charged a flat fee of $200 with i maximurir
of 15 students.
I have also started q one-day TCC seminar for companies held at a nearby retreat center.

In this course, I teach 12 movements. It has been well. received as many-people want to
le-ave the workplace to rejuvenate and the retreat center offers a place of p-eace. 

-I 
do all ttre

administative i'unctions (securing site, erc.) while the companieipublici# the event to their
emptroyees.

These two typeq of courses offer a very inviting way for businesses to help their
employees reduce their stress levels. Anyone who would like more dehned information on
!9w-toproc_eed in setting up classes of this type, please contact me. 4603 Mossbrook
Circle, San Jose, CA 95130,-408/3?8-3485.

TCC COMING TO THE EAST COAST???
Beny Comey, Arlington, MA

A couple of us here on ttris end of the continent have been wondering about the possibility
of getting together to meet each other to exchange/share experiences of our practice and
teaching of TCC. A few addresses have been gl-eaned frorn the mailing list, but perhaps
YOU were overlooked. If you are within rangebf Boston and would be interested in such
q gatitering, please contact Betty Comey, 31 Lockeland Ave., Arlington, NIA 02174,
6171646-7528. No firm date has been settled on but perhaps summef or fall would be
reasonable to plan for. If there is interest indicated, the date will be arranged. At this
ryornent the hope is to meet here at my home, just 30 minutes from downtown Boston.
How about it...New York, New Jersey, Maine, wherever you are...send along a note,
give a call. Let's see what we might come up with. Why should all those Californians
have all the fun?

t0



CEREMONY FOR CLEAR COMMUMCATION?
Or-- How To Drink Each Other In

Liz Salada, San Leandro, CA

One of the more centering activities that I recall from the 1991 Conference in Minnesota

Perhaps we will meet again in this iay at this summer's 1992 conference, ttrrougl the
ritual oiioining at Va[ofibrosa, to practice T'ai Chi Chih, to sit and share, or sometimes
just be. "Breatiing in our clear deip air in this place where we are fortunate to come
together. 

* !F {. !s *

A method for developing communication sk
dyading. Two people (a dyad) sharing one-
speatcing roles. Somewhat different than dia
even noh-verbal response, when being the li
place for a 3-5 minute period per person. A
switch. The listener becoming the speaker t
topic or question has been posed for the spt
encouraged.
The merit of such a method is that it allows

structure. During this time any response to \
may be acknowledged, or any additional thc
anytime during the whole process silence is i
natural, too.

The true spiritual Way
consists of nothing less
than the arduous work
of removing everything
we never were!

!F * :1. {. {. th

It is a spiritual life when we are rightly
resolved within. All are symbols, props'
mirrors, which can be utilized wisely to
assist our destined Re-membering.

l7
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VIEW POINTS
The Yital Force offers a forum for focused exchange among readers. Feedback
on articles/to,pics and_diverse "viewpoints", expressed in constructive ways,
are most welcome. "Viewpoints"may be submitted as a brief commentary/letter
or other format; send to VFJ/Viewpoints.

VIEWPOINTS: TCC FAMILY MATTERS
Chris Mclain

Our theme at the 1991 Conference for Tai Chi Chih International was "On the Family,"
1nd w-e experienced mass miscommunication while we were organizing this function.'In
fact, the miscommunication continued to our transport committei missiig the flight Justin
was on!
One specific issue that came to the surface is our T'ai Chi Chih family communication--a

matter that truly needs inspection. I find with communication, one often hears from their
own perceptions: not from the intention nor experiences from which the statements are
offered. And so on.

What are the entering conditions for becoming a member of the family? Entering
conditions are not understood often, Individuals dntering certification ofteri do not hea-r

ired. For example, few people in our culture
C teaches this.
ct for your "parents, grandparents, great
eveloping since 1974, and Justin speaks to us
w do we stay connected once we "leave the
:ssions with the minimal l-2year preparation

conditions and guidelines leave individuals

"what do r do nexr?,, rhen some have evidenoJeTffitt5"?h'ffi#i.:"*t*"*qffiR:
their teacher" instead of "honoring their teacher and working togeth6r with the chi." Thus,
the subtle competition, that our Current culturals' demise evidences, begins to express in
our own midst. I know this is congruent with our current lifestyle of miied messages, yet
it_4-so carr.ses deep despair within relationships.
What to do about this?

1985 when I became certified. After the
, was time to articulate these thoughts. There
,se concerns at the 1992 conference in July.
these family matters. (cont. p. 19)
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QUESTTONS TO CONSTDEWCONTEMPLATE
PRIOR TO THE 1992 CONFERENCE

posed by Chris Mclain
How do you as an instructor transmit the integrity of the chi to your students? How do
we instrirctors offer the students input on thelifierences that this form offers from the
aerobic quick shot that has been ttre only basis most individuals have experienced?

How do you deal with the healing crises as they manifest in your students? What have
you identified or found these crises to manifest as? In addition, do you have- any
statements or students who would like to have their experiences aired for a prornotional
tape? When Justin first originaled this form with teaching in L974 Oultil Sppaks on
Tbi Chi Chih), he had no idea of the ramifications and healing potentiality that was
being unleashed. (RE: Story of Cathotic priest whose sense of smell was restored
after one session.)
The mysterious and miraculous healing ex
Vital Force testirnonials since 1984 and t
instructors has heard) have yet to be bc
credence in our statistically proven mental
students' astounding expressions and the ,
offer them support or Validation for

" EMOTIONAL CRISIS:

" PHYSICAL CRISIS:

" SPIRITUAL CRISIS:

" RELATIONSHIP MANIFESTATION:
Bring your thoughts and 

Tt_"yi.f 
to Vallombrosa!

3"

zEtH(m0il

Connie Hyde's husband, Jim, writes: "'We attended Steve's TCC-meditation workshop
It was wonderful, gentle, yet powerful. A friend asked: TVell, are you enlightened now?'
I responded I wasn't sure but I was most definitely lightened."

l9



FERENCE & EIJ

Pam Towne, Conference Coordinator
There is growing excitement among California teachers over hosting the coming

Conference & Seijaku Accreditation! Confbrence program plans are developing based on
lpur input through letters, phone calls & comments on registration forms. Plans include
plenty_o_f TCC practice (in silence as well as refining our mbvements), optional meditation
after TCC practice, deepening our understanding of the philosopliy and principles
underlying TCC, enhancing teabhing methods, networking, a-choice bf workshbps and a
forum to address pressing issues.

lay creative artworks fostered by your TCC
There will be a few easels and several6'&

nt in your deposits by January! You made it
sit to reserve the space for all of us! If you
r Confirmation Letter, please contact Pam. If
ldeparting flight info ASAP. Thanks!
lombrosa doesn't require a final count until
d on a space-available basis until then. Call

SEUAKU check-in begins at 2:00 prn, Wednesday, July lst. Our first instructional
meeting will be at 4:30, Wednesday. The course will conclude about 2:30 pm Friday with
the presentation of accreditation certificates to the new Seijaku Instructors.

CONFERENCE check-in begins at 3:00 pm Friday, July 3rd. Our first session
will be Group TCC Practice at 5:00-pm. The conference-will Conclude by 3:00 pm on
Sunday.

SEE YOU AT VALLOMBROSA!

Iuly 1-3 SEUAKU ACCREDITATION & REVIEW
Wed. 4:30- Vallombrosa Center, Menlo Park, CA
Fri. 2:30 pm CONTACT: Pam Towne (805)987-3607

Cosc $300+accommodations, Reviewers pay
accommodation costs only

July 3-5
Fri.5:00-
Sun. 3:00 pm

T'AI CHI CHIH TEACHERS CONFERENCE
Vallombrosa Center, Menlo Park, CA
CONTACT: Pam Towne (805)987-3607
Cosc $I95/shared room + meals, $l43/Commuters
with meals, $225lprivate room + meals
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CALENDAR INFORMATION SPECIFIC TO SEIJAKU & CONFERENCE
INCLUDED ON PREVIOUS PAGE

1992
June 18 Conference & Seijaku Late Registration Deadline

June 22-27 TCC Teaeher Accreditation Course, Denver, CO - FULL

August I New VFJ Deadline! Submit your news and information for the September
Conference issue of The Vital Force. See VFJ Operations pg. 38.

October 1 $25 Deposit Due for TCC-Meditation Workshop with Steve Ridley
To: Susan Hudgens, 787 Sweetwater Way, San Jose, CA 95133
Please see more information under November 7 event date below.

October
t9-24

Mon-Sat

TCC Teacher Accreditation Course, Denver, CO
Contacu Steve Ridley 3031322-7717

1921 Jasmine, Denver, CO 80220

November 6 Informal Gathering with Steve Ridley. Sharing Focused for TCC Teachers
Friday and Candidates Preparing for Northern CA June Accreditation
Evening Contact Liz Salada 5101278-3263

November 7 TCC-Meditation Workshop with Steve Ridley, San Jose, CA $50
Saturday Contact: Susan Hudgens 4081926-5664 orLiz Salada 5101278-3263

November 8 TCC Practice in the Park with Steve Ridley, San Mateo Central Park
Sunday Cont acfi Vicki Brodie 4L51343-4275 or Hope Ridley 4l5l34l-3089

I  993

March
Sat & Sun
Friday eve

Exploring Meditative Ways Retreat with Steve Ridley, Bay Area, No. CA
Contact: Liz Salada src 1278-3263 or Susan Hudgens 4081926-5664
Informal Talk and Practice for Teachers & Candidates precedes retreat

April 1 Application Due and
April 25 Recommendation Letters & $175 Deposit Due for Candidates of
June 1993 TCC Teacher Accreditation Course, Bay Area, Northern CA

Contacc Liz Salada, 1477-l55th Ave., San Leandro, CA 94578
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TEACHER NEWS
Theda Gillespie says: Life is great here in Napier, New Zealand. We are just
entering our fall season. Five hundred thousand boxes of fresh picked apples leave this
weekend (March 5) by ship. I am busy with T'ai Chi Chih and other meditation classes.
This year I teach for the Community Education staff at Colenso High school--three classes
a week, 2 hours; plus a class of "60 & up" club. Will look forward to seeing you in Iuly!
Meara Joy Rybczyk, Milton, VT sends "Greetings from the Northeast Kingdom--happy
Spring--we saw our first robins today! It's quite a wondrous sight--what a difference from
Santa Cruz, CA. My classes are doing *"11--growing and expanding. Much love and chi!
Barbara Riley, graduate of the June '91 accreditation course in Alameda, CA, has begun
&. teach T'ai Chi Chih to some of her yoga friends. Though not advertising to the general
pblic, she happily includes referred students in her class which meets in the garden at her
Orinda home.
Chris Mclain writes: The opportunities have been magnificent when presenting TCC
for Medical Staffs. Especially when the futurists and planners in the hospital say, "Chris,
hang in there with your practice! In the next decade we are going to be having a floor for
the healing arts! Visualization, movement, therapeutic touch etc, etc." So! Tai Chi Chih
as I offer it to the nursing community helps them to stay grounded, centered and clear when
they offer healing touch. To unruffle the energy and facilitate relaxation, one's own energy
needs to be unfettered and free of ego--open to the intentionality of healing. I've presented
several times at St. Luke Hospital's Meritcare and other area hospitals in the Fargo, ND
area. I am preparing an inservice to offer to nurses in labor and delivery to sharpen their
skills and assist the high touch (uxtaposed to high tech) in the one hospital unit where the
procedures are NATURAL! Birthing is Natural.

Donna Shaffer, San Jose shares this: I was asked to work with Apple Developer
Events-Apple Computer, in March for a special event held in Sunnyvale, CA. The theme
had an oriental flavor and 20 software developers from the US, UK and Japan were in
attendance. As part of the theme, each morning was begun with 30 minutes of T'ai Chi
Chih done beside an outdoor pool. Over the four days, everyone was able to learn a few
TCC movements well enough to enable them to focus each day and to take home with them
for daily use.
Dorcas Heuners and Paula Arnold presented T'ai Chi Chih in connection with a
Sacred Dance Guild workshop on May 9 in Medina, MN. The workshop was entitled
"The Spirit Moves Where it Wills...an ecumenical, intercultural festival celebrating
movement and spirituality." The brochure advertising the event was beautifully done with
brush stokes symbolizing the spirit movement. Paula also did an in-service for an Acrtviry
Professionals Group in March in St. Paul, MN using the in-service as a
NationaVContinuing Educational cred it for Activity Professi onals.
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MORE TEACHER NEWS
Steve Ridley offers a Spiritual Renewal Night as an opportunity for T'ai Chi Chih
practice and sitting Meditation in a supportive environmenl

All are welcome to attend Mondays from 5:30-6:30 pm in Denver. The purpose of this
involvernent is to provide new as well as experienced practitioners a format for balanced
usage of these evolutionary methods. For more information caIl303l322-7717.
EIIen Greyson, Santa Barbara writes:
Even tho'I have not been able to teach T'ai Chi Chih very much during the past year, I do

try to live by T'ai Chi principles. As "Extremesn are my way of Life, I really need the
balance that comes from TCC, and I know that my practice has helped me through some
recent changes.
The most wonderful thing has been happening to me over the course of the last year, and

it's not easy to explain in just a few words. I feel as tho' I have a "new body", which has
been freed of many of the pains I've suffered in the various joints, knees, ankles, back,
shoulders, etc. for years. In combination with some intense chiropractic heatments and the
flowing of the uchi" through my (effortless) efforts, I've been able to realign "everything"
and often feel "no pain." This has helped my whole life in every aspect including
strengthening my relationship with. my hyqb.a.nd,. helping me. perform my job,. and
increasing my enjoyment with my loving and faithful "puppies" who seem to instinctively
be "T'ai Chi Masters".
Mara Carrico of Encinitas, CA is teaching three classes a week (one each, am, aftemoon
and pm) at a Shiley Sports & Health Center in LaJolla, CA. She also schedules T'ai Chi
and other classes at Rancho LaPuerta Spa in Tecate, Mexico.
Betty Comey, Arlington, MA: As I teach and practice TCC I often think of the weeds in
my garden. The seeds, sown so easily, nurtured by time and nature spreading in such a
natural way ....like weeds! And it seems as tho'therc are seeds of TCC sprouting all about
me. One has only to plant the first of the seeds and it spreads...responding to nature...like
weeds! I returned from six weeks of teaching at Rio Caliente in Guadalajara, Mexico. The
guests were most receptive CI TCC and it was such a pleasure beginning each day with our
practice in the valley of the hot river. Since returning home I have resumed teaching
TCC/I4ovement/ Body Awareness to students enrolled in a two year program at Dr. Ben
Benjamin's Muscular Therapy Institute. I also have a series of classes for a health club in
Concord, Mass. and am teaching TCC for a seminar of 85 participants in a week long
program sponsored by The Learning Center of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
A week ago I went to Hartford, CT to give a talk/demonstration to the women's group of
the Unitarian Universalist Church and have a date to do a similar program for a nearby
Oriental Health Center. There are requests for private lessons or courses that I have yet to
work into my garden..-.er....my schedule! And so....from the initial planting the work
and the practise spreads.
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RESEARCH UNDERWAY FOR HEALTHY AGING
A newsletter for the Center for Healthy A1

area, has an article about T'ai Chi Chih. T
something to teach us about coping with the li
tone the body, improve flexibility and coordir
stress. From lowering blood pressure and cho
TCC is a self-applied health enhancemenl..."
The Center wfli offer a l2-week T'ai Chi Chih class for members beginning in the Spring.

The class will be taught by Nancy Meyer, R.N. and Hannah Hedrick, Bh.q. Members
may participate in a r6searlh studi to halp determine specific health benefits derived from
this activity.

TCC & HEALING RESEARCH

Chris Mclain, Fargo, ND writes: Colleen Heising, TCC instructor and I are
working with a'reseirch physician from the VeteranJHospital in Fargo, ND on
"Alzheiirers and T'ai Chi Chih'i. This is the first research that has-been done relating to the
power of Movement with Alzheimers. The researcher, Dr. Alberto Pontillo,. gltginallV
irom Chile, is excited about movement as he has screened ALL research with Alzheimers
and has found nothing that addresses TCC or movement effects on Alzheimers. (tr-n 1985,
I started a group of Alzheimer patients at a nursing home, Villa Maria, and Colleen became
certified aiO tras continued to work with the group. We are excitedly awaiting the results
of the "statisticaVresearch stat list." We'll keep you apprised of the results.

TCC FOR CIIRONIC PAIN
Marty Wilkes, R.N., Maple Plain, MN

T'ai Chi Chih is now an established component of the Chronic Pain Program at Sister
Kenny Institute, Abbott Northwestern Hospital in Minneapolis. The classes are taught by
Marti Louris. In my new position as a nurse at the cliniC I am able to see how much the
patients enjoy TCC ahd enc-ourage them to continue with their practice when they leave the
three week program.
At Sister Keniy, the patients receive holistic treatment includingph-ysical exam, exercise

training, nutritibn coirnseling, biofeedback, acupressure, psychological and spiritual
counseling and group suppori It is a wonderful airA nignty iucce-ssful.program, paid f91
by insurailce" I-havi: bebir asked to give an inservice fbr the staff which I am sure will
niate them more likely to promote tCC to their patients" Chronic pain clinics are a
growing industry throughout the county and present a great opportunity to share the
benefits of TCC.
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A SHOWER OF POWER
Carmen Brocklehurst, Albuquerque, NM

fustin shared a very simple exercise with us at the 1991 T'ai Chi Chih Teachers
Conference. This exercise was to be done at the end of our Tai Chi Chih practice and after
practicing the Nei Kung, (found on page 49 of Meditation for Healing - GREAT book for
us and our students). We were supposed to sit with our eyes closed and imagine a
beautiful blue/violet light coming down over our heads like a waterfall, first, one full
shower from our heads down to our toes and then in three cascading impulses, again from
our heads down to our toes, and resting in the beautiful pool of blue/violet light at or:r feet.
This was wonderful when Justin did it with us.
Later at home I kept trying to do this, and could imagine the shower, but there simply was

no light, or if there was light then no feeling of shower, and I really worked on it. Then
one day when I was in the shower I got the idea of feeling the water as this beautiful
blue/violet light and what a great experience I had - and it didn't take long (don't have to
worry about using too much water). So for those of you who need a little help imagining -
try a shower of Power today and enjoy.
Love and Share the Chi.

Participants in
Meditation Workshop
Albuquerque, NM

A LESS.. 
Jil"JH!":"iNG 

rAFFY

Teacher: "Overlap your forearms so tt at they nearly touch, and draw them past each other,
keeping elbows close to your sides, as you simultaneously shift your weight."

Student: "But we only have two arms!"
Teacher: "Oh? Then do the best you can."
(This recently occurred in one of my public classes.)
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THE ART

Each thought-act
is a vehicle of Consciousness

What is done
may not seem significant/meaningful

The Consciousness-clarity
with which a thing is accomplished
brings the true contribution.

Every thought and action
carries who we are

Impressing the process of life
at hand.
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OF TEACHING FROM THE HEART
Lia Ridley, Denver, CO

Teaching is a sacred and special opportunity to share the very best and highest in us, with
those whd have been placed in our tiust. I discovered this driring my fir-st day as apublic
school teacher, when i faced 32 curious and eager fourth graders. I was deeply touched by
their surrendered attitude, as they waited for me to begin.

My entire first year was a wonderful give-and-take relationship, in the true sense of the
meaning. That ylar I slowly began to dlscover the secret of success in teaching: to always
corne fiom a flace of love, respect and patience while dealing with every student,
regardless of the circumstance (academic or social).

Through the years, in a variety of different teaching situations, this principle was not
always easy to apply. Occasionally, I found myself contracting out of selt-concern, ln
response to challenging circumstances.
When I allow myself to teach, act and relate from the heart, it never fails tg Ue lewarfryg

and fulfilling for everyone involved. At times this requires swallowing of pride and the
denial of efo assefti6n, but how much richer these occasions of learning are, when
teaching flows from a balance of love ** 

Tftl":l _

Steve



EVENTS FEEDBACK ON T'AI CHI CHIH-MEDITATION WORKSHOPS
A NATURAL EVENT

Described by Susan Hudgens
Birds were singing, the spring air was moist and cool, the sun was shining. Fresh and

bright was the day and so were the students and teachers at Steve Ridley's T'ai Chi Chih-
Meditation Workshop on Saturday, April 25 in San Jose, CA.

With over 35 people in attendance, the room was filled with enthusiasm and eheerful
greetings. Tai Chi Chih and Meditation in alternating segments transitioned smoothly and
effectively. The mood was calm and helpfully energetic.
We push-pulled like a wave, rocked like the wind, and dove deep with meditative focus,

utilizing our collective energy like a sun-shower soaks the earth with soft and gentle rain--
replenishin g, rej uvenatin g, offerin g new growth.

Group.practice
1n

San Jose, CA

Thank You, Steve Loretta Shiver, Albuquerque, NM
Thank you, Steve! Spring arrived in Albuquerque early this year with a wonderful

meditation workshop on February 29. Thirty-five people spent a sunny Saturday with
Steve Ridley leaming about and exploring meditation and Tai Chi Chih. There were many
practiced meditators and several beginners, TCC teachers and students of TCC all working
together under Steve's gentle lead. Practicing out in the sunshine rerninded us all that it'i
time to start Tai Chi Chih in the park again. Sitting quietly in the dimmed library we found
deep peace and stillness, It is always wonderful when we come together. Thank you,
Steve, for sharing yourself with us; it was a joy to have you here. And even though the
Iight is still with us, we look forward to the next time we can bring you back!

Connie Hyde, Cedar Crest, NM
It was leap-year-day in Albuquerque. Standing in a circle of 40 folks outside, birds

singing, blue skies, Steve Ridley led us in T'ai Chi Chih. His blend of sitting rneditation
and movements in this one day workshop is balanced as well as filled with information
useful for the new and the well-practiced meditator. I felt a quickening, a resonance with
what Steve shared. I am bathed with his word, reminding us of our rue identity. Thank
you to Donna Bundock and Loretta Shiver for arranging this workshop. Steve, thanks for
being here!
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MAKING NEWS
Alison Douglas, Wyandotte, MI forwarded a full page article (with two pictures) which
appeared in the locai paper--its title was "T'ai Chi Chih: Seniors learn how to relax with
Asian technique." Following arc excerpts from the article.
The 45-minute session was almost hylnotizing in its slow-paced thoughtful progressign.

Irading the group through the movem6na, Douglas' soft voice was as,muctt u putt of the
session-as the movements. "We want to feel the joy of life. Stress and tension are not our
natural state." Gentle, rocking motions of the feet and fluid hand movements make up the
routine. The seniors were urged to concentrate on the uniformity of their movements
instead of straining to see how far they could extend. The instructor strcssed the
importance of a cdm, centered attitud-e. For the seniors taking part in ttreir flrst lesson, the
ex6rcise was a revelation. "I feel relaxed but not tired," one student said. "I have a bad
back and legs, but my doctor said this was good, and it is."

Hope Ridley, Menlo Park, CA was featured in an article published in The Timqs. under
the-section c-alled Roads to Finress. Titled "There's more to being fit than meets the eye",
the reporter said, "For most people, the road to fitness included only those activities related
to maintaining cardiovascular efficiency and developing muscular strength..Along-the way,
other important aspects of total fitness ire either ignbred or neglected. Flexibility, balance
and correct posture are also important cornponents of overall fiUress that require our
attention and effort The ability to handle and reduce stress brought about by the_ hectic
pace and pressures of daily life is another factor comprising total fitness. Tai Chi Chih is
an activity which concentrates on these vital fitness areas"....It consists of movements
whieh emphasize self-awareness, relaxation, peace of mind, and internal gryrgy balancing
along witli developing flexibility, balance, and correct posture." Hope Ri_{19y_1q an
expe-rienced instru-ctoi who will-be teaching a series of inuoductory T'ai Chi Chih classes at
the Foster City Recreation Center (Foster City, CA).

s,a,ndi IDe Leon i
2O44 Conez Sr

Needles, Calif.92363
(6ts) 326-2294

/<L,
| \ r
\v

A cr,edlted. I nsttu,atnr of
T'AI CEI CEM

Deborah Bosse invited students to a "Joy through Movement" Open House in
Pleasanton, CA to assist their awakening process. She wrote, "While engaging in various
kinds of physical activities that enhance circulation and muscle tone, it's important to
remembei tliat the mind also needs 'toning'. Take time to explore new i^deas and concepts
with the same vigor and enthusiasm that lou bring to the exploration of outdoor activities
and adventures."
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MORE MAKING NEWS

So people seek out relaxation classes, once the tension
pattern is cemented into their life. Well, better late than
never! ....To relax is to empty the mind so the body can let
go of tension which inhibits the blood flow and
consequently the flow of CHL When we empty the mind
(no thoughts) the cerebral cortex resti. On an
electroencephalogram, the alpha waves become greater in
amplitude and slower in rhythm (different yet than sleeping
wave patterns). This alpha wave pattern occurs when
practicing T'ai Chi Chih, focusing the awareness on the
Bubbling Spring (soles of the feet). In this quiet state, the
vital organs experience a rest also as the metabolic rate can
readjust for efficiency without any resistance due to tension.
..T'ai Chi Chih contributes to life quality. In it's simplicity
it can teach us how to get in touch with our essence and how
to prioritize in every area of our life. Then we are centered
and become more efficient in handling our responsibilities.

Body, mind"
spirit connection'becomes', and
all is, as it is
meant to be."

Lisette Tingsdahl

MY BIRTTIDAY 1992
Connie Hyde

In The Sandia Mountains,
Doing T'ai Chi Chih
Woodpecker with sharp eyes
Black, pointy eared squirrels
Wind through the pines
Later, returning home,
Road choked with flre trucks
Volunteers watering our garage
Fire moves through grief singing
The Song of Creation

POETRY SHARED

Extemal perfection
a vain dream,
a hope; ego-preference
seeking outer conformity

Awakened Consciousness
is constant comfort

Riding easefully
the ups and downs

Perfection is
seeing True.

-Steve

t9
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A TEACHING EXPERIENCE WITH ADOLESCENTS
SI/AR/NG IS GOLDEN

Carmen Brocklehurs! Albuquerque, NM

Recently I was invited to share a T'ai Chi Chih demonstration with a groupof y-oung-"{t
Risk" te6nagers who have gotten themselves in trouble with the law, school or their
parents. The boys and girls did not look like
would have thought they were a regular t
community social, yet they were at this gathe
they might possibly be rude or use foul langr
with a broken arm did not try the movemen,
mind seeming lack of interest. Some of
movements were "Are we going to do anythin
same things you do about balance." "I'm gr
"How do I stay in rny feet?" "My what...(tan
at all, she just giggled all the way through an
imbalance. But they did keep doing the move
and how the movements tell us a lot about life. There were three adult leaders as part of the
group and they were doing the movements along with the group and- made-comments
whenever one bf the group was less than courteous-- At the end, one of the students had to
leave right away, his father had come to pick
after saying his good-byes to the group as hr
good. This is the most calm I have been in z
his eye. The comments from the other stud
even said, "in my feet, it really feels diffe
presentation I told them that I would very ml
Ctri Cnin class with them. I told the lead-ers that there would be no charge as this is a non-
profit group.- 

A colpte-of days later I got a call from one of the directors who was very-interested in
taking d fun T'ai Chi Chi[ class. He apologized for the students that had been rude. I
knew-that it was not really their intentiori so itold him not to worry" Hetold me how long
the students had talked dbout T'ai Chi Chih after I left and then he said that one of the
mothers had called to inquire about the activity that they had because her son was.finally_
excited about something and she wanted to knbw where he could take this clas-s. - Again.l
offered to share a T'ai C-hi Chih class with them. He told me that we would probably set it
up in the summer for the fall. Hopefully this will be so"

At home I again got the feeling--$'s 1-At tfre T'ai Chi Chih Teachers) have something so
very special to share, something that can make a difference in the world, we ar€ so lucky.
Thinli you Justin. Sharing with our communities is one way that$/e-can Plt back
something into the river. Cf,eck with your United Way office for organizations who need
rvhat we offer in T'ai Chi Chih. I look forward to your accounts in VFJ articles.
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STUDENT EXPERIENCES. . .
VACATION IN CIII LOCATION
I hayg tried many times to reach a meditative state by sitting still, trying to concenffate on

one thing. I haven't had much success with this, unless guided by a teacher or other
person. Then I found, "Joy through Movement", T'ai Chi Chih.
When I flrst started T'ai Chi Chih, I was concentrating so hard to do the moves correctly

that I was still not reaching any "meditative state", but aiid derive pleasure from practicin!.
Now that I am familiar and more comfortable with most of lhe moves, I find I can
concentrate more on ttre location and movement of Chi, and this brings me closer to where
I want to be.

flowing
While doing T'ai Chi Chih, time goes away, the movements become automatic, one set
,owing into the next. Not havine to out much attention on doins the moves. I can nicnrrenext. Not having to put much attention on doing the moves, I can picture

gy in and around mv bodv. Thev seem much like electrons in an atom.the flow of energy in and i
Mv mind and bodv becomey mind and body wann and soft, my whole being serene.

y body. They seem much like electrons in an atom.

This where I want to be, this is my sanctuary, my "vacation" from the cares of the day.
Don Pride, Sarasota, FL
Student of Diana Daffner

WHAT A DIFFERENCE!
Steve, I wanted to thank you for helping me to learn T'ai Chi Chih. I've been practicing

now for three months and what a difference! I can now write this card, without pain. No
more headaches, no more vomiting, no more back pain. I was able to plant my garden
yesqrqay! I rejoiced over pulling weeds! I can even button my blouse and curl my hair. I
thank God for telling me in my meditation to go take your clasC. He even sent me a second
catalog by a rather tortuous route when I ignored the flrst one.
Thank you for helping me learn to practice the presence. You are a wonderful teacher.

Jean Maguire, Denver, CO

rl. r& * ,F {.

COMTEMPLATIONS

Iryou dortai chi chih well and or"";::::t::Lr, you wiu experience an increasing
capqcity of Knowing, which will naturally express in the confident aUitity of teaching it 

-

usefullY and well' 
* * ,< rr. +

T'ai Chi Chih allows us to access and incorporate our inborn Perfection, while we achieve
Plqgqesive degrees of proficiency in our practice. By working toward perfecting our T'ai
Chi Chih, we simultaneously uncover and actualizethe innate Perfection that we are.
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KARMIC KOMMENTS
from Good Karma Publishing

Jean Katus, Publisher

We want to let everyone know of the slight
of Good Karma materials. As of April lst, (
Satori Resource's inventory which we had in s
Satori previously published Ubi-gbj...!Qh.!l1
Healing, "Justin Stone Speaks on T'ai Chi Ch
Vol. 2'-). This does not mean anything nev
materials from Good Karma because we ha'

Our next publication will be a reprint of Justin's Clir.nb thg loYpu: Mgqqiain, a book
we've wantid to *rke available foia long time. Though no definite date has been set for
its arrivai to you, *i troit that it will b"e "in the woiks" by the 1im9 rou receive this
newsletter. With tuck, it *uy Ju.n be available at the confer6nce. In the meantime, we'd
tite io sttate *ittt you i portiirn of Steve Ridley's new foreword to the book:

"...we are fortunate to have this current edition of cli,mb* th? Jglous
Mountain."originally pubtished in 1975. It pres-ents a v.italU significant-W"I,*' 'Zgi,ih'veryhumanterms,thioughJustin,sdistinctiveand

compassnnate vorce.
" iusfin states his views on Chinese Taoism, Indian Buddhism and other
appriaches to spiritualiry. He clearly and decisi-vely exp.lains the "mcaning
ofsuffering' aih describes the inher'ent tendencies and inadequacies of the
'human tordition,; ifttt, suggesting possible antidotes. (Cont. p-33)
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Karmic Komments (Cont. from p.i
" fustin's apt title, Clim.b the Jt

challenges us to earnestly begin our
fulfillment. Climbing amountain is at
on the journey of spiritual rernembra
satisfaction of living wlnlly, of actuah
persistent effort to overcome all that seems to restrict tts.- 

" This upiiill path is arduous and dfficult until we corne to the Pltn! lltere
we are a-ble t6 discern that acnally, we have always been That'whichwe
have been attempting to apprehend! What we truly are, at the core. of quI
existence, prompts-our-spiritual iourney so- that It ma1. realize full
expression inrouih the mind-body. |he spirirual quest is nothing mare than
thb conscious aci of encotntering and resolving fhe self-created liminrtons
we have superimposed upon our'core nature.' 

-Our 
core nahtre or essential

identity is- ever joyous.- Justin explains this fac! ll sryrtn_9.t.'J9! is your
naturil state, th-oigh it is usually iovered over. When the Mind returns to
its nanral condirton ffree of restrictive condttionings), you are ioyful."'

NIGHT BLOOM
Comments by Steve Ridley

I am grateful to Justin for his creative piano recordings these p-ast-few ygqrs. I often play
the tapis while writing, painting or doing other work ai home which provides an-enriching
flavof to the environmenl In falt, I have noticed the house plants responding well to

.Ili'.'il,'rftrl?trS,:'fJHgffi l'#'":l'til"xffi i:'i';;lpeTft ,'f,:NiehrBroom
musical6xpressiont t pt"tint additionaiwayi foi me to learn from him, Io*in r*"'t

beyond language, and 1o know him more intimately as_a person. Each

Justii's impressionistic and abstract painting, each one-Yqlqle yet.sharing i! a
consciousness of commonality. I believe that each listener will find a special connection
with Justin through "Night-Bloom," an unusual offering of personal knowing and
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SPIRITUAL STORIES

This accounting of

MY ADVENTURES IN GUJARAT

is warmly dedicated to my dear friend

Dorothy Anne Seeger

whose invitation took me to lndia and
whose patience, love and consideration

helped fill my pilgrimage with blessings"
My trip to lndia was a personal quest for

spiritual fulfillment at the feet of my Gurus.
Was I successful? I permit you to decide.

Vl rg in la  Shi lson,  A lbuquerque,  NM
Ahmedabad. the Ciqv:

I feel possessive about Ahmedabad. It is "my town." If one were to ask me why I
love it, I would respond, "First and foremost, becauie the people are so loving and gentle
and generous." And there are many people, several million,I heard.

There are no sidewalks beside ttre crowded, paved sreets. Cattle and water buffalo
really do have the right of way; they saunter across the roads in a most confident manner.
They have a leisurely attitude toward all the street commotion.

There are many dogs and they are all look-alikes in size, shape and color. All the
dogs accept each other; I never once saw a dog fight or heard dogs growl at each other.
Haughty-looking camels pull the big carts, lots of goats wander around. Innocent little
donkeys trudge along, heads hanging downward, lo-oking sad and depressed. Perhaps in
reality they are fastidious animals and care where they step.

Lots of bicycles in the streets. Some are used by merchants who miraculously
balance large loads of wares on these delicate vehicles. Motorcycles oubrumber bicycles by
far. I've often seen man and woman on one vehicle, her cblorful sari blowing in the
bteeze.

The rickshaws are everywhere. The engines start like one starts a lawnmower,
except they use a stick instead of a rope. Every vehicle that owns one, honks his horn.
The larger vehicle appears to have the right of way. The thing I marvel at is I never saw an
accident in the streets. More of a wonder after dark as it is rare for a bicvcle to have a
headlighr

I feel so privileged to spend a full month here. It offered me the opportnnity to
savor the fuII flavor of "mv town".
First meeting with Guruji 

-

Shortly before I anived in Ahrnedabad, Guruji fell and injured his shoulder which was of
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grcat concern to everyone. (cont. on p. 35)



Spiritual Stories (cont. from p. 34)
My major purpose in making the trip to India was to sit at the feet of Guruji and meditate.

I was deeply moved by the oppoitunity to sit in his presence. I cannot say why,
SometimeC tears rolled down my cheeks, but behind all emotions was one of joy and
thanksgiving. I was filled with love for being invited in.

How many disciples have the chance to be this close to their beloved guru? I felt so
blessed. When I was able to control my emotions, I sat up starry-eyed and joyfully happy.
I asked myself, "Who am I? Why am I here?"
Every afternoon we were in town, we took the motorized rickshaw and rose 1/2 hour for

the honor of sitting at the Guru's feet. Sometirnes Guruji was awake and alert and talked
and answered questions from the disciples. Sornetimes he slept, perhaps his back to us,
and we sat in silent prayer offering him what strength and energy we had available for him.
I recall the first time we faced each other. His brown eyes were quiet and deep. I felt I

was penetrating that depth and quietness. Every time I visited him, I silently expressed
gratiiude for the opportunity to be able to be in India with all these people. "Who am I?
Why am I here?"

Every moment, I was learning a lesson. I always knew I was blessed with these
wonderful experiences, and prayed I would reflect these lessons wisely.
@art one--to be continued.)

"Need a Traveling Teacher?"
These certified T'ai Chi Chih teachers are willing to travel to teach, even out of their

immediate area:
Valinda, CA
Arlington, MA -
Salisbury Cove, ME
Bemidji, MN
Waskish, MN
Two Harbors, MN
Maple Plain, MN
Albuquerque, NM
Albuquerque, NM
Fort Yates, NM
Fargo, ND
Janesville, WI
Ste-Agathe-des-Monts
Quebec, Canada

Pam Towne -
Betty Comey
Lucy Hocking
Jeanne Engen
Laura Collins
Gary Halden
Marty Wilkes
Carmen Brocklehurst
Janet Yannacone
Jean Katus
Christeen Mclain
I-isette Tingesdahl

- Lise Calestagne

805/987-3607
617t646-7528
207t276-3923
2r8n5t-3173
2r8t647-8858
2r9t834-5282
6r2t426-702r
505t299-0562
505t262-M27
70u854-7435
70U232-5579
608/75s-1960

8r9t326-W33
Other teachers who are available to ravel, please contact Good Karma and the Vital Force

to be added to this lisr
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TEACHING AND LEARNING TOOLS
UPDATE ON BOOKLETS BY JUSTIN

Sense and Essence is hot off the press! You are invited to "hear" Justin's talk from the
August'91 TCC Conference by requesting this booklet. The booklet is available FREE of
chaige by the T'ai Chi Chih Worid Foundation; the postage/envelope will co_st yotl !q
cent;. Tb receive your booklet, contact Connie'Hyd'3, P.d. Box 349, Cedar Crest, NM
87008.

BREATHING METHODS FOR HEALTH AND HARMONY

Steve Ridley has compiled a new booklet which includes a useful,variety of breath-
movement sets, traditibnal yogic breathing methods, and other health promoting
approaches of conscious breathing. (See his flyer insert if you are interested in ordering
details.)
In addition to teaching Tai Chi Chih regularly, Steve also offers meditation and breathing

classes through Hamilton and Gove Community Schools in Denver, CO.
He writes, 'The way that we breathe reflects our state of mind and degree of vitality...we

can learn to expand fersonal power and joy...and realize deeper peace and contentment by
breathing consciously. "

SHEN EMERGING @
Words of wisdom regarding T'ai Chi are artistically presented with artwork reflectingthe

written message on the 54 cirds Dyanna Chowka utilizes in her Tai Chi Chih classes. She
has found the creative tool she designed to be instrumental in enhancing students
understanding and participation in a fun yet contemplative way.
Examples oT Streri Emeiging@ are reprinted (with Dyanna's permission) in this VFJ issue

to illustrate the gentle reminders and points of focus for Tai Chi Chih practice.
If you are interested in ordering the attractively designed and packaged cards,

CONTACT Dyanna Chowka, P.O. Box 1467, Eastsound, WA 98245
Please note: the retail price is now $14.95 plus $1.50 shipping and handling (dh).. A

wholesale price of $10.50 each set--for order-of 5 or more--plus $2.50 sft is now being
offered as well. May you be enriched by Shen Emerging@.

vrnwPrf liilE'3i[,t"t'""Prffi:S^tIDEo
It seems that after becoming accredited, some instructors don't realize we still need to

brush up on the Tai Chi Chih movements. I am not trying to patronize anyone nor be
presumptuous in making the following suggestion, because I know there are many others
who have been doing feC a lot longerlhan I have, but we all need a little help from time to
time. One way I have found helpful (especially when I've been with others who do the
movements differently than howl am trying to do them), is to look at and study Steve's
practice tape soon afti:r I get home. I don't mean practice with the video, but Si!, watch,
and study it. It really helps me rethink and refine the movements.
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THE MAN REFLECTED IN HIS WRITING

Paul Reps spent most of his ninety years wandering the
globe, finding humor and surprise in life. His studies in
Buddhism led him to translale 7an andpre-Zen writings
in his (most famous) compilation of kn Flesh, Zen
Bones. He became well known for his "picture poems"-
-his intentionally crude or "primal" style of Japanese
Sumi-e painting, which offer insight when pondered by
the attentive eye in a zen kind of way.
Paul Reps led a rich and varied life...lectured about his

work at several universities, built his own house in
Hawaii and taught the world how to live simply, without
the material possessions we in the twentieth century
seem to find essential.

He died in Los Angeles at age 94 in July 1990. A true spiritual man, he expressed the
joy, wisdom, and pliyfulness ieen around him in Int Good Fortune Jump on You (Good
Karma Publishing).
Justin Stone met Paul Reps in Los Angeles in 1954. In the foreword to this book, Stone

writes: "Though Reps studiedZen and was close to Zen figures agd though he became
immersed in Sufrsm for a time, he was a unique man and followed his own way, the "Path
of Joy," as he explained it.

I cbutd tell innumerable amusing stories about this remarkable person...but anyone
reading his books will see the man reflected his writing.
Reps was a timeless man who never owned a telephone. "Phone me in the rice field" he

would say. Those who did have had their lives enriched."

V 
*y""
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TEACHER DIRECTORY AVAILABLE

Additional copies of the TCC Teachers' Directory are available for
referral purposes and communication among accredited TCC instructas.
Teachers may request a copy of the new directry by sending $5.00 to:

The Vital Force. 1477-l55th Avenue, San Leandro, CA 94578.
Consult VFJ for updates to inforrration contained in the directory.

Each quarterly issue will include new listings of recently accredited
teachers, changes of name, ddresses, and phone numbers" Please keep
us up to date on any changes to your listing by sending all new
infmmation to our address above.
This is a wonderful referral tool to support the wide-spread teaching of

"Joy Tbrough Movement! "

CONTACTS FOR T'AI CHI CI{IH
Iustin Stone: Originator of Tai Chi Cbib
and conductor of Seijaku (Advanced TCC) Corses
zl+hCongresq Pacific Grove, CA 93950

Teacha rr' Dir=ctcry

rRugurt
ftql

.lean Kanrs: (701/854-745o):
- Publisher, Cood Karma Publishing' Inc-
- P.O. Box 511, Ft. Yates, ND 58538
- Disributor of T'ai Chi Chih instructional materials
and others related o spiritual practice

- contact fc teacher referrals
- conductor of 191 Teacher SuweY

Lois MahaneY: (5 1 0/276-57 1 8)
- Editor, The Vital Fo'rce:

Jc"rTxri.vcl lkr$crr

Steve Ridley: 1a2l .Iasmine. Itenver Co- R0220
(303/322-7717) Spiritual Head of
Tai Chi Chih and conductor of
- Teacher Accreditation Cornses
- Teacher Renewal Workshops
- Exploring Meditative Ways Worksbops
- Lecures & group practices in Tai Chi Chih
- his creative works and supportive materials

Liz Salada (5 10278-3263)
- Publisher, The Vital Force,

:

CONTACTS FOR TIIE VITAL FORCE . JOURNAL OF T'AI CHI CHIII

1477-l55th Avenue' San Leandro, CA 94578

journal subscriptions and submittals - contact ftr teachef refenals
- 
-poutisnet 

of Tai chi chih Teacher Directory - update o mailing list and reacher Directory

MAIN DISTRIBUTORS OF T'AI CHI CHIH MATERIALS
Jean Katus 7011859-7459, Good Karma Pubglishing, Inc.

P.O. Box 511, Ft. Yates, ND 58538

Albuquerqug NM - (hrmen Brocklehurst 5051299-0562
Edmonton, AB, Canada - Guadalupe Buchwald 4031489-674
Bemidji, MN - Jeanne Engen 2lV75l-3173
Fargo, ND - Christeen Mclain 70ll2l5-W9
San Leandro, CA - Liz Salada 5rcn78-3263
Camrillo, CA - Pamela Towne 805/987-3607
El Cqion, CA - Suisan Webster 619144l-1165
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THE VTTAL FORCE Journal of Tai Chi Chih
is published quarterly on anon-profitbasis by
The Vital Force, 1477-l55thAve., San lrandro,CA
94578 51U278-3263

Liz Salada, Publisher; LoisMaharcy, Editor
Yearly subscription: $20.00; $25.00 outside
of U.S. If teacbers would like extra copies of
THE VITAL FORCE fm their sudents, please
send $2.50 fm erch copy desired.

Copyright @1992
by TIIE YTTAL FORCE, San lran&o, CA 94578.
All rights reserved. Reprodrction or use in any
nunner of the whole or part of this document
without prior wriffen permission of tbe publisher
is prohibited. Printed in the U.S.A.

VITAL FORCE JOURNAL OPERATIONS:

PUBLISHING AI{D MAILING SCHEDULE: Bulk-
mailed quarterly-o subscribers onlyduing thase
months: March, June, September, and December.
Additional special issues as announced.

INQUIRIES: [f you bave not received your issue !y
the 30th of these months, please contact us.
We are offering a first class mailing option
to those who regularly have difficulty receiving bulk-
urail. If you choose it, your subscription rate will
cost an additional $5.00/year to cover the extra
expen$e for special handling (ad yon'll bave
'guaranteed delivery).

SUBMITTING INFORMATIOI.I: Deadlines are now
ir$e-(i.e.

February, May, Augusg and November), unless
indicated otherwise. kngthy articles should be tlrped
and double spaced to be considered for prinr
FAX service is available, if you are in need of fast
delivery of your VFJ submittal. Our FAX is
510127G5541. You will also be responsible for

covering our expense for receiving yorn FAX.
Cosc $2.50 forfirstpage, $1. each additional, plus
25 cents fon cover letEr which sbould be addressed to
VFJ/Liz Salada and include ouphone number
srcm$4?fB.This way we will be infonned when
your oommunication arrives. Thank you.

Summer

SUBSCRIPTION FORM
for TIIE VITAL FORCE IOURNAL

of Tai Chi Chih

) I arn a teacher; send me the
Teacher Directory. Enclosed is $5.00

) I would like to make a donation of
$- to assist VFtr projects
(outreach and referral to teachers).

) Renewal or

(

(

(
(
(

) New subscription
) My subscription is current but please

note changes in address, etc. on your
mailing list.
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Name

Phone (

Address

zip.

Enclosed is $-($2O/year, bulk-rate
in U.S.) for year(s) subscription.
New rate for Canada and others preferring
lst-class delivery: enclosed is $-
($25lyear) for year(s) subscription.

Make checkVmoney order in U.S. dollars
payable to: The Vital Fp.rce
and send to: 1477 - l55th Avenue

San Leandro, CA 94578



The Vitsl Force
Journal of Tai Chi Chih
t477 - l55ttr Avenue
San Leandro, CA 94578

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

BULK RATE
U.S. POSTAGEPAID

PERMIT NO. gO7
SA}I LEA}-IDRO, CE

Your subscription is PAST DUE
For delivery to continue,

please Renew!
Your subscription expires

with next issue.
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